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Abstract 

 

Performance monitoring based on available SCADA data is a cost effective approach 

for condition monitoring of a wind turbine. Performance is conventionally assessed in 

terms of the wind turbine power curve that represents the relationship between the 

generated power and hub height wind speed. Power curves also play a vital role in 

energy assessment, and performance and warranty formulations. It is considered a most 

important curve for analyzing turbine performance and also helps in fault detection. 

Conventional power curves as defined in the IEC Standard take considerable time to 

establish and are far too slow to be used directly for condition monitoring purposes. To 

help deal with this issue the Gaussian process (GP) concept is introduced. 

A Gaussian process (GP) is a nonlinear machine learning technique useful in 

interpolation, forecasting and prediction. The accuracy of fault identification based on a 

GP model, depends on its error distribution function. A QQ plot is a useful tool to 

analyze how well given data follows a specific distribution function.  

The objective of this paper is to apply QQ plots in the assessment of the error 

distribution function for a GP model. The paper will outline the advantages and 

limitations of the QQ plot approach. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

The uncertainty and variability of wind creates operational challenges and affects the 

efficiency of the wind turbine. In order to overcome such problems, advanced wind 

power forecasting based algorithms are used. Forecasting helps to reduce the 

uncertainty associated with variable renewable generation and helps to accommodate 

the changes of wind more efficiently via commitment or de-commitment of 

conventional generators [1]. It also reduces the cost of balancing the overall system; 

thus wind power estimation is important for energy reserve scheduling, and it is also 

useful in condition monitoring [2,3]. 

Various parametric and non-parametric approaches have been used for power curve 

modelling in the past. For accurate curve fitting and also wind power forecasting, 

various methods have been used but among them machine learning based non-

parametric methods are increasingly popular. Reference [4] suggests a non-parametric 

model suitable for dealing with large datasets that can incorporate the effects of 

different parameters other than wind speed on power curves more easily than parametric 

models. Advanced algorithms like the Genetic algorithm (GA) and particle swarm 

optimization are popular in fitting parametric models, while neural networks, k nearest 
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neighbor clustering (kNN), fuzzy c-mean clustering and machine learning processes, 

such as Gaussian Processes, are now finding application for non-parametric approaches 

to engineering problems, as summarized in [5,6]. Because of the intrinsic nonstationary 

nature of wind, models such as ANN, fuzzy logic or kNN are limited to very short-term 

estimation (1-4 hours ahead), with rather inaccurate results for longer term prediction 

[7]. However, in case of a GP this effect is not so pronounced. GP is a non-parametric 

machine learning approach that relies in very few assumptions for model construction.  

It can work efficiently with reasonable SCADA datasets and has considerable potential 

for condition monitoring. Confidence interval comes with GP fitting model which is 

quite useful in analyzing the uncertainty associated with turbine as suggested in [8]  

As in [9], it is clearly demonstrated a GP based model for power forecasting provides 

4% to 11% improvement in forecasting accuracy over an artificial neural network 

model. The network integration cost associated with wind power is significant but can 

be substantially reduced by forecasting and effective GP application to this is clearly 

demonstrated in [10].  

In a multivariate model like a Gaussian Process, the probability distribution (pdf) 

function of model errors can be useful in performance monitoring. In a statistical model, 

identification of the correct distribution function is key to its performance. For example, 

confidence intervals are very critical for GP model evaluation or identifying the faults in 

the wind turbines and these confidence intervals directly depend on the assumption of 

normality, so model performance is very sensitive to departures from normality. Hence, 

accurate assessment of distribution function plays a vital role in condition monitoring 

using a GP.  

The quantile-quantile plot (Q-Q plot) is an effective graphical tool for analyzing 

distribution functions. A QQ plot can be used to compare samples to each other or one 

sample with a theoretical distribution (e.g. normal).  Analysis can reveal valuable 

information, for example differences in location, spread and shape of datasets [11]. 

Whether data is accurately represented by normal or Gaussian distribution function 

depends on the correlation between the test data and the normal quantiles 

measurements. The QQ plot should be approximately a straight line for normal data for 

a high positive correlation. Moreover, any outliers in the data are easily identified in the 

QQ plot. Dhar et al in [12], used a QQ plot for multivariate analysis based on spatial 

quantiles and described the multivariate QQ plot and their asymptotic properties. This 

information gives a clearer picture of the operational characteristics of a wind turbine as 

compared to other available tools like density plots or histograms. The use of QQ plots 

to compare two samples of data can be viewed as a non-parametric approach to 

comparing their underlying distributions which makes them an ideal choice for GP 

power curve distribution analysis. The objectives of this paper are to introduce the 

concept of the Gaussian Process to power curve fitting and to present QQ plots for 

predicted GP power curves for different months of data in order to assess how well the 

results conform to the assumed Gaussian error distribution. 

 

2.  Power curve and its data preprocessing 

 
The power curve is considered as significant performance indicator for wind turbine 

efficiency and hence plays important role in condition monitoring.  Performance curves 

basically indicate how capture power varies with wind speed.  Any wind turbine 

performance downturn due to faults can be identified by power curve [13]. The 
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nonlinear relationship between hub wind speed and capture power of a wind turbine can 

be expressed by equation (1),           

                                                                                   (1) 

where,  P = power output (W);   =  air density  (kg/ );  = wind speed (m/ ) ;                   

A = swept area  ( )     = aerodynamic efficiency of a wind turbine.     

From equation (1), it is found that capture power is directly proportional to the air 

density. Air density changes with turbine site and altitude and specially with ambient 

temperature hence air density correction needs to be applied as per IEC Standard 61400-

12-1, [14] using equation (2), 

                                                         (2) 

where  and  are the corrected and measured wind speed respectively and the 

ambient air density,  can be derive by equation (3),     

                                                                     (3) 

 where T is temperature in Kelvin and B is the barometric pressure in mbar. 

The available SCADA comes with measurement errors which ultimately affects 

investigation or analysis. In short, it affects the accuracy of any models used. Hence it is 

necessary to clean SCADA data to remove as far as possible erroneous or misleading 

data. In order to remove such errors, filtration criterion being used cover timestamp 

mismatch, power with negative values, curtailment etc. After judging the measured 

power curves (figure 1,3 and 5) on such filtration criterion, measurement errors are 

reduced and closely matching with ideal power curves as shown in figure 2,4 and 6. 

                      
 
        Figure 1: measured power curve for Jan,2012       Figure 2: filtered power curve for Jan,2012 

            
 
  Figure 3: measured power curve for May,2012         Figure 4: filtered power curve for May,2012 
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 Figure 5: measured power curve for Oct,2012           Figure 6: filtered power curve for Oct,2012 
 

3. Power curve modeling using Gaussian Process (GP) 
 

A Gaussian Process (GP) is a Bayesian, non-parametric, non-linear regression machine 

learning approach widely used in probabilistic regression problems, for example, 

[15,16]. Because of its flexibility, basis in probability theory and ease of modelling (it 

requires very few assumptions) it is an ideal approach for many forecasting and 

prediction related issues. A GP mathematically defined by its mean and covariance 

functions (or kernel) as given in equation (4), 

 

                                                                                             (4) 

where,  is the mean function, ∑ is the covariance function that has an associated 

probability density function:  

                        =          (5) 

where    is   defined as determinant of  ,  is the dimension of random input vector 

 , and µ is mean vector of . The term under exponential i.e.    

is an example of a quadratic form. A covariance function describes the dependency of 

two variables with respect to each other and is the heart of any GP model; it signifies 

the similarity between two points and hence determines closeness between two points. 

There are various available covariance functions described in [16] and selection is based 

on nature of the data. The squared exponential covariance function is commonly applied 

and will be used in this paper. For any finite collection of inputs  , It is 

defined as: 

                                                                                 (6) 

SCADA data of the wind turbine comes with sensor errors so it is desirable to add a 

noise term to the covariance function in order to improve the accuracy of the GP model. 

Hence equation (6) modified to be: 

                                                           (7) 

where  and  are known as the hyper-parameters.  Signifies the signal variance and 

 is a characteristic length scale which describes how quickly the covariance decreases 

with distance between points.  is the standard deviation of the noise fluctuation and 

gives information about model uncertainty.  is the Kronecker delta, [16].  
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Gaussian Process theory as describe above, has been applied to processed power curve 

data (figures 2,4 and 6) and the estimated power curve based on the GP model is shown 

in figures 7, 8 and 9.  

                       

         Figure 7: GP power curve for Jan                 Figure 8: GP power curve for May 

 

Figure 9: GP power curve for October 

 

Due to the non-parametric behavior of GP, residual analysis became vital in order to 

examine the nature of distribution function. Mathematically, residuals are the difference 

between measured and estimated values and can be expresses as,      

                                                                                          (8) 

where r is the residual,  the measured value and  the estimated values predicted by 

the model.  

The time series residual plots for January, May and October months predicted GP power 

curve are shown in figure 10 ,12 and 14 and their frequency distribution of the residuals 

are shown in figure 11,13 and 15 together with fitted Gaussian distribution and it shows 

that the residuals are close to being Gaussian however there is no such indication which 

one of them are more Gaussian.  

                           
 

         Figure 10: Residual plot for Jan,2012   Figure 11: Histogram distribution fit for Jan,2012     
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         Figure 12: Residual plot for May,2012       Figure 13: Histogram distribution fit for May,2012 

 

                       
 

          Figure 14: Residual plot for Oct,2012          Figure 15: Histogram distribution fit for Oct,2012 

 

These distribution functions will be assessed using QQ plots in next section. 

4. Theoretical Background of quantile– quantile (QQ) plot 
 

The quantile–quantile or Q–Q plot is a simple graphical method used to compare 

collections of data, or theoretical distributions and help in distribution function 

identification. In our case it will be used to identify any deviation from normality of 

errors assumed in GP modelling, specifically it will provide useful information on 

whether the distribution function is skewed or light tailed. In a Q–Q plot, sample of 

datasets starting from small to large values are taken and then plotted against the 

expected value for the specified distribution (i.e. Normal distribution in our case) at 

each quantile in the sample datasets, [17]. A theoretical Q–Q plot examines whether or 

not a sample …..,  has come from a distribution with a given distribution function 

 . The plot displays the sample of quantiles ,……  against the distribution 

quantiles , where  . The selection of quantiles in Q–Q 

plot purely based on the number of values in the sample datasets. For example, if 

sample datasets contains  then the plot uses  quantiles.  

The theoretical Q–Q plot is the graph between quantiles of a cdf  versus the 

corresponding quantiles of a cdf  that is  for .  Here cdf 

stand for cumulative distribution function [17]. If these two cdf are identical then the 

theoretical QQ plot is  line through the origin. In a QQ plot, along the y-axis, the 

quantile values of the given sample being shown and along x-axis, the theoretical vales 
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of the specified distribution at the same quantiles being described. If the resulting QQ 

plot is linear then it signifies that the two sets of sample datasets are likely come from 

same distribution function. 

In order to measure the asymmetry of the distribution function its mean, skewness is 

calculated. Basically, skewness is able to tell the extent to which the model distribution 

differs from the Gaussian distribution hence depth analysis of skewness can provide 

useful information.  Jean Dickinson, [17], suggests that a QQ plot easier to use than 

comparing histogram plots in order to judge skewness or more accurately assess 

whether the distribution tails are thicker or thinner than a normal distribution. In 

addition to that, a QQ plot is also useful in providing information about such graphical 

properties as shape, location, size, and skewness are similar or different for two 

distributions. Another advantage of the QQ plot well describe by M. B. Wilk, [18], is 

that there no need to defined underlying parameters since it usually taken to be the 

standard distribution in a group of distributions unlike P-P (probability versus 

probability) plot which requires specification of the underlying parameters. In addition 

to that the P-P is plot is more sensitive to the differences in the middle part of two 

distributions whereas QQ plot is more sensitive to the differences in the tails of the two 

distributions. 

The use of Q–Q plots to compare two samples of data can be viewed as a non-

parametric approach to comparing their underlying distributions which makes ideal 

choice for GP power curve distribution analysis. As described in previous section, for 

GP models the residuals should be Gaussian distributed.  An ideal QQ plot would be a 

straight line with unity gradient signify the predicted distribution function perfectly fits 

theoretical distribution.   

 

 
 

Figure 16: GP QQ plot, Jan,2012      Figure 17: GP QQ plot, May,2012 

 

 
Figure 18: GP QQ plot, Oct,2012  
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QQ plots have been calculated for predicted GP power curves for different months of 

data. QQ plots have been calculated for all three different months (as shown in figures 

16,17 and 18) and assessed in terms of RMSE (Root mean square error), MAE (mean 

absolute error) and MSE (mean square error) in next section.  If we compare the 

histograms with the QQ plots for the different months, then there is clear difference in 

terms of judging the distribution function. For example, in the case of January, the 

histogram shows a smooth fitting while the QQ plot for same month shows that the tails 

are not fitted correctly. Similarly, conclusions apply to May and October. In short, the 

histogram not easily able to present information about on what is happening in the tails 

of the distribution function while this information is clearly captured in the QQ plots as 

shown in figure 18,17 and 18. So in order to get better resolution on tails, use of QQ 

plot is preferable. The QQ plot can suggest further investigation on parameters like 

skewness and kurtosis for judging the accuracy of Gaussian distribution function. 

Histogram plots based on binning method have disadvantages compared to QQ plots 

which is explained in [19,20,21] and summarized as follows:      

          1. The binning suppresses the nature and details of the error distribution which are 

more often significant for condition monitoring purposes. For example, binning does 

not give an accurate view of what’s going on in the tails, and also often on in the central 

section. 

          2.  In order to develop an effective binning algorithm, information about bin 

origin and bin width needs to know since this ultimately affects the appearance of the 

histogram. 

         3. Comparisons between two histograms are more problematic than that of judging 

the fit of a group of points to a straight line.  

The difference between the measured and estimated values can be defined by mean 

absolute error (MAE):                 

                                                                                 (9) 

In terms of residuals,                                                           (10) 

In order to assesses the quality of an estimator or predictor, mean squared error (MSE), 

[22], is widely used for measuring of how close a fitted line is to the data points. In 

terms of mathematically expression, MSE is defined as,   

                                                                           (11) 

Similarly, in terms of residuals,                                          (12) 

To quantify the magnitude of the residuals (i.e. the difference between observed and 

modelled values, root mean square error (RMSE) is commonly used; defined as, [23]:   

                                                                                  (13)                               

where   are the GP predicted values for  different predictions, and  are the 

measured values. In terms of residuals this is:           

                                                                                         (14) 

QQ plots have been calculated for the three different cases and assessed in terms of 

RMSE, MAE and MSE differences from the ideal. Table 1 shows that for the January 

dataset, QQ plot analysis of the GP model results in residuals most closely conforming 

to a Gaussian distribution as compared to the May, October datasets. This is due to the 
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presence of larger number of data point in January as compared to the other months and 

hence distribution function in QQ plot is smooth and closely fitted as evidences by 

numerically calculated values of RMSE, MAE and MSE given in Table 1 below. 

 
Month RMSE MAE MSE 

Januray,2012 0.66539 0.46479 0.44275 

May,2012 1.902 1.031 3.6177 

October,2012 3.1271 1.5087 9.779 

Table 1:  RMSE, MAE and MSE calculated values for different months of datasets 

 

5. Conclusion and future work 
Predicted power curves developed using GP models for different seasonal SCADA 

datasets have been calculated. QQ plots of residuals of the GP power curves have been 

used to describe distribution functions. Residual QQ plots of predicted GP power curve 

indicates the distribution is well matched to the Gaussian distribution in case of the 

January dataset and calculated values of RMSE, MSE and MAE reflect this. The 

RMSE, MSE and MAE value of residual QQ plot describes the goodness of fit of the 

predicted distribution function and these were evaluated for the available SCADA data. 

This assessment of the distribution function is difficult to make simply using histograms 

due to the use of binning method as explained section 4.  Important parameters such as 

distribution skewness and the tails are important for identifying potential wind turbine 

faults using GP and these are difficult to assess using histograms alone. It has been 

demonstrated that QQ plots can be very effective. 

The future work is to use the methods developed for anomaly analysis and detection for 

wind turbine condition monitoring.  
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